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FROM THE PRESIDENT                  Roger Harrison MA, ARCO, CHM, LTCL  

“From lightning and tempest; from plague, pestilence and famine; from battle and murder, 
and from sudden death…” 

Trudging in procession round St Mary’s, singing these words to 
Tallis’s 5-part setting of  the Litany (Canon Feaver’s voice going ever 
sharper!), I remember thinking - as a teenager - that seldom can any 
religious text have been so irrelevant. Perhaps we baby-boomers are 
that bit sadder and wiser now. The Psalmist wrote, “One thing have 
I desired of  the Lord, which I will require…to behold the fair beauty 
of  the Lord, and to visit his temple.” (Ps.27 v. 4). Maybe, but not until 
July at the earliest. 

An apocryphal tale speaks of  the computer which flashed up the 
warning, “Virus detected, uninstall 2020!”. As far as NDSO is 
concerned, that exactly summarises the fate of  our carefully planned 
programme from March to July, though it is to be hoped that at least 
some of  the cancelled events can be rescheduled for 2020/21, and 
you may be assured that a  programme for a post-Covid 19 world is 
being carefully (and flexibly) devised. 

At least we have modern information and computer technology - not available to church folk of  the 
early 13th century when Pope Innocent III placed England under an interdict – so I expect many of  us 
will have played our part in making some semblance of  liturgical worship available in the home, quite 
a feat when we can’t physically assemble our choirs or perform (in most cases) on our own familiar 
instruments. But it’s been worthwhile: such acts of  worship have received impressive numbers of  “hits” 
on social media, and some heartfelt expressions of  gratitude from congregations, not least those 
enduring social isolation. I would particularly single out St-Martin-in-the Fields choral students who, 
in collaboration with the RSCM, have made (courtesy of  Zoom) a weekly selection of  hymns and 
songs available, rights free, to churches with the appropriate streaming licence. 

On that subject, please spare a thought for the many musicians whose livelihood has been so suddenly 
and severely hit by the lockdown. One way where I strongly believe we can all help members of  the 
profession is to resolve always to be “squeaky clean” in the whole area of  copyright, performing rights 
and licensing. It is a minefield, and thus all too easy – inadvertently - to break the 7th commandment! 

None of  this was imaginable when I took on the Presidency of  NDSO back in September, and - 
confronted with the realities of  closed churches and concert venues, lockdown and social distancing 
(not to mention the unappealing medical realities of  viral transmission connected with choral singing) 
- a considerable degree of  pessimism is inevitable. But there are green shoots as I write, and one can 
only pray (whether in Cranmer’s words or any other) for deliverance from the dreaded “2nd spike”, and 
that “All manner of  thing shalle be wele”.  

 

 

NEXT (projected) EVENT: 

Wednesday 16 September - Day trip to Manchester 

Details overleaf 
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS 
 
As we all know, we have had to postpone the exciting prospect of  trips both to Malvern and to 
Cambridge, along with the President’s Event which was to have been on the 16th. of  this month.  The 
Annual General Meeting, at a date in July to have been confirmed, is also in question. Please be aware 
that the emphasis is on postponement, not cancellation. There is no way we would want to give up on 
the spadework which has been put into these events already. 

However, ever the corporate optimist as we must be, please make a note now of  … 

Wednesday 16 September 

Visit to Manchester, to the Hradestsky organ in the Royal Northern College of  Music, and the new 
Tickell magnum opus in the Cathedral. A third organ visit will be factored into the day, possibly en route. 
Travel will be by minibus (or larger.) Please bear in mind the great advantage to be had from 
encouraging others from your church or other community to join us for the trip, even if  it is just for 
the transport. Alternatively, of  course, we could choose to go by car(s) if  we found ourselves in a 
cautious recovery stage. So, more anon … 

Projected visits to Malvern and Cambridge, along with the President’s afternoon and the AGM, will all 
be re-scheduled. Avid collectors of  past issues will be able to refer to the Sequencer dated August 2010, 
on the cover page of  which is an account of  our previous Malvern trip. “Mediaeval tiles and glass 
together with a remarkable modern millennium window” will undoubtedly add to the joys of  the large 
organ which – as David Rooke reports – “speaks across the chancel with excellent clarity.” 

 

FORTHCOMING RECITALS 
To be realistic, albeit with a healthy dose of  optimism, this column takes its starting point at concerts 
and recitals at around the middle of  June. 

• Wednesday 17 June sees two recitals, one at lunchtime – Ben Bloor, 12.30, at St Modwen’s, 
Burton-upon-Trent; then Paul Provost, 7.30, at Southwell Minster. 

• Also at St Modwen’s at 12.30 on Wednesdays: 24 June (David Butterworth); 8 July (Matthew 
Gibson); 2 September (Tom Corfield); 9 September (Cathy Lamb) 

• Also at Southwell Minster: Wed. 15 July, 7.30 (James Furniss-Roe); Mon. 31 August, 3.30 
(Jonathan Allsopp) 

David and Alice Bird work hard to promote recitals at the magnificent St Swithun’s, Retford, a church 
which has fallen on quite hard times and fully deserves our every support. Recitals here are at 1.00 on 
Thursdays: 18 June (David Butterworth); 16 July (Justyna Psluszjna); 20 August (John Keys); 17 
September (Michael Overbury).  

 

 

IN MEMORIAM 
 

We are sad to report the deaths of  three long-standing members of  the Society, Oliver Blood, The 
Revd Canon John Berry and Dr. Donald Henry. Each in his own way had contributed a huge amount 
to the health and well-running of  the Society. May they rest in peace.  
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     RECENT EVENT (I) 

     George Thalben-Ball : Organist extraordinaire – Saturday 18 January 

Some 25 members and guests assembled in David Butterworth’s music room at Halam on Saturday 
18th January 2020 to hear Jonathan Rennert, Director of  Music at St Michael’s, Cornhill, London, giving 
an illustrated talk on one of  his heroes in the organ world, George Thalben-Ball (1896-1987).  Jonathan 
is well qualified as an expert on GTB (alias “The Doctor”), having written his biography in 1979 at the 
age of  27 with Thalben-Ball overseeing and approving his efforts. Contrary to the accepted belief, he 
was not of  Australian parentage although he was born in Sydney. His parents returned to England 
when he was four years old and he was based for his school years in Muswell Hill, London, where for 
a time he was a pupil of  the famous concert organist G. D. Cunningham.  Though today we see 
Thalben-Ball as an organ virtuoso, he initially concentrated on piano studies, entering the Royal College 
of  Music at the age of  14. Aged 19, and still at the RCM, he played the solo part in Rachmaninoff ’s 
fiendishly difficult Third Piano Concerto under the baton of  one of  his teachers, Sir Charles Villiers 
Stanford. 

However, he was increasingly drawn to a career in organ 
music (FRCO at the age of  18) and started off  
professionally as assistant to Sir Henry Walford Davies at 
the Temple Church, London. He succeeded him as Organist 
and Director of  Music in 1923, a post which he was to hold for 
almost 60 years. He combined his church playing with 
several additional posts, including conducting the BBC 
singers for the daily service, as Organist to both 
Birmingham Town Hall and the University and as Curator 
of  the Royal Albert Hall organ. As a player he was an 
unashamed performer in the W T Best / Virgil Fox style. As 
a composer, he was taught both by Stanford and Parry, and it shows. Moreover, he benefitted from his 
association with Walford Davies. As Jonathan showed us, Thalben-Ball’s famous Elegy owes quite a lot 
to Davies’s Solemn Melody, a coincidence that the latter composer was not in the least fussed about. 

Jonathan concluded his talk by answering questions from the audience and encouraged members to 
reminisce.  In answer to some of  the enquiries: 

• George Ball’s middle name was “Thomas”.  He changed his surname to “Thalben-Ball” by deed-
poll in his twenties. Jonathan was unsure of  the motivation and his conversation with GTB on 
the issue was unrewarding. “Thalben” was his mother’s maiden name, according to Dr Google, 
and he might simply have wished to be known by something more memorable than plain 
“George Ball”; or, were he to have entered the Church, the name “Canon Ball” might have pro-
voked unwelcome humour. 

• He was married twice, in 1926 to Grace Chapman, a painter who bore him a son and a daughter, 
both now deceased. Neither pursued a career in music.  After the death of  his wife in 1961 he 
remarried, this time to an aspiring concert organist several years his junior. Jonathan chose not 
to enlarge much on this second marriage and its circumstances out of  a commendable sensitivity 
to the lady concerned. 

• GTB left only a small number of  compositions, the most famous being the Elegy. He composed 
some hymn tunes, now forgotten or seldom played. His 113 Variations on Hymn Tunes” was pub-
lished posthumously in 2002 and remains in print. There is also a lovely little carol Lullay Lord 
Jesus which definitely deserves a wider hearing. 

The afternoon concluded with tea and cakes provided by our President Roger and his wife Judy, over 
which members continued to exchange their thoughts and opinions of  this doyen of  20th century 
organists.                      

Alan Dronsfield (DDOA) 
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NEWS FROM ORGAN BUILDERS    

 

We were a little strapped for space in the last issue, so organ builders’ news was restricted to the big 
boys. More locally, Goetze & Gwynn on the one hand, and Groves on the other, have continued to 
pursue their respective agendas in organ building, providing an intriguing insight into the variety avail-
able to prospective customers. G&G have just taken custody of the 1870 T.C. Lewis organ of  St 
Peter’s Church, Vauxhall, whose organist, incidentally, is none other than Will Fraser, the mastermind 
behind Fugue State Films (if you haven’t heard of them, look them up – quick!) This will be thoroughly 
restored, using traditional techniques all the way. Henry Groves & Son have now completed a striking 
‘new’ organ for Ss Andrew and Mary Magdalene, Maidenhead, based on the pipework of the former 
organs of Wyggeston Grammar School for Boys, Leicester (Walker) and St Margaret’s, Aspley (Rush-
worth & Dreaper.) Whilst I am always saddened to see a pipe organ go, I have to confess that the R&D 
– which I played many times as Head of Music at Bluecoat School - was infuriating; built on the ex-
tension principle at its worst, with two very soft ranks and two very loud ones, and nothing in between! 
Its nonetheless valuable 16’ open metal and 16’ reed stops will have found far better company, me-
thinks, at Maidenhead. The organ is archetypal Groves, using selected second-hand pipework ex-
panded through the use of extension on single-note chests of MDF, with or without discreet digital 
additions, all under the overall aegis of Paul Hale. There is a particularly swish console here of low-
slung terraced design, built by Renatus, which really looks the part in the re-ordered church.  
 

The pandemic has to some extent curtailed organ-building activities for a while, both here and abroad. 
Goodness knows how Fratelli Ruffati are getting on in Padua, being famously right in the centre of 
one of the worst outbreaks in Europe. I presume this will have significantly held up their projected 
new organ for Pershore Abbey. Of course, regular tuning visits are a no-go area at present, but many 
builders are managing to do some shop work. Chris Hind has even managed to gain permission to re-
install a nice little early Forster & Andrews into the Lincolnshire church of Wold Newton after a 
thorough-going restoration of virtually everything. Routine cleanings and improvements continue to 
come in, including a nice little Conacher at Witham-on-the-Hill, but other prospective jobs quoted for 
are all on hold at the moment. One curiosity Chris is dealing with is the restoration on electric action 
of the pedal organ at Donington, which apparently hasn’t worked for twenty years. Apparently, Mat-
thew Flinders has been discovered under Euston Station (!) and is to be re-buried in the church. So, 
suddenly, everything has to be in good order, including the organ! Groves are currently working on 
two more interesting projects, both well away from Nottingham, which makes access difficult at the 
moment. At St Andrew’s, Shifnal, a church with a long-standing and interesting choral tradition under 
the father and son Smith duo, they are replacing the existing electric key action by the now-defunct 
firm of Hawkins, and also electrifying the mechanical stop action. Ostensibly an Abbott & Smith organ, 
it also contains much pipework by G.P. England.  At St Andrews, Chesterton, Groves have made an 
incursion into territory already well covered by others. Here, they are completely renewing the workings 
of the organ, using the existing Hill pipework with modest additions. This project includes replacing 
Hill’s slider soundboards with Groves’ tried and tested multi-pallet chests, with one magnet for each 
pipe, an essential requisite for an extension organ, but a questionable expedient here, methinks? It is 
widely held that the air cushion provided by a channel in a conventional slider chest is a significant 
factor in the voicing of flue-work, as well as an aid to chorus blend. There is always a question as to 
what happens to pipe-speech when that cushion is removed. It’s great for reed pipes, which tend to 
appreciate the ‘thwack’ of an instantaneous blast of air, but flues?? Hmm.  Anyway, completing the 
Chesterton picture, the Great is taking on an extra-to-purpose Mixture from St Alkmund, and new 
Swell reeds are being introduced from a Nicholson organ recently purchased. Interestingly, a ‘Cornet’ 
is being made up entirely of second-hand pipework – a big challenge, for Cornets are funny things! 
Fortunately, they come in many shapes and sizes historically speaking so, if there is any doubt as to 
how it is going to turn out on a suck-it-and-see ticket, then it is usually not too difficult to ascribe the 
finished result to one school or another quite convincingly. I was amused to learn that Jonathan had 
his Chesterton ear very close to the ground in March when news of the pandemic was just beginning 
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to loom large, and hence made arrangements to drop everything and dismantle the existing organ in 
the nick of time – the lockdown on travel coming into effect the following day. Nice one, Jonathan!   

 
 
 

___________________ 

 

RECENT EVENT (II) 

Annual Luncheon – Saturday, 8 February 

I had the privilege of  being a guest at the Annual Luncheon of  the NDSO on 8th February 2020 at the 
Corinthian Restaurant of  the Masonic Hall, Goldsmith Street, Nottingham. 

It was a very enjoyable and well-organised occasion and congratulations must go to all concerned with 
its success. 

The President, Roger Harrison, welcomed everyone and proposed the Loyal Toast and a Toast to the 
Society. I don’t think I have heard better singing of  the National Anthem at any similar event – in fact, 
I think we would have enjoyed a second verse to further show off  our harmonising talents! 

Roger then introduced the speaker for the occasion, Lindsay Gray, who was a contemporary of  the 
President at Nottingham High School under the musical direction of  Kendrick Partington, fellow 
chorister in St. Mary’s Choir Nottingham under David Butterworth, and then at Cambridge as Choral 
Scholars - Lindsay at King’s College and Roger at St. John’s. 

Encompassing his musical and academic career Lindsay gave a very 
interesting and biographical talk with amusing references involving 
some of  the assembled company and others. More seriously he linked 
his examples to the practice of  people-management and how important 
it is to be supportive and encouraging to those one encounters along 
the way and how the best help is often given and an objective best 
achieved by the use of  tact. (I have personal knowledge of  this from a 
mutual acquaintance who was a master at one of  the schools where 
Lindsay was Head. I was told by the master in question that he would 
enter Lindsay’s study with some contrarian view only to emerge, after 
gently being persuaded otherwise, thinking “How on earth did I agree 
to that!”)  

In his talk, Lindsay also mentioned by name several people who, though now distinguished in their 
own musical field, continued to take pleasure in offering their services and support for relatively modest 
occasions. He also spoke of  his encouragement in the knowledge that there is the potential of  
charitable money available for music but it needs someone to make the effort to ask for it. He gave a 
good example of  this from his time as Director of  the RSCM when he secured a donation of  £500,000 
which arose from a personal approach and by engaging the benefactor’s interest in a particular 
worthwhile project. 

Another theme of  Lindsay’s talk was that of  the sheer enjoyment to be had from music and how 
organists can give equally valuable service to their Lord either at the console of  a magnificent cathedral 
organ or a small village one-manual.  

An excellent and enjoyable talk by a very personable speaker.  

Thank you, Lindsay.                                                                                                              
                       John Lester 
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It would be curiously 
satisfying to take this 
opportunity deliberately 
to spike current 
expectations and say 
nothing about IT. It’s one 
of  those situations, I 

think, where I’ll be damned if  I do, and damned 
if  I don’t. “You can’t please all the people all … 
“; you know how it goes. Thus, I’ll be damned! 

So, what have you been up to since we got 
restricted? Personally, I think the nation as a 
whole – along with much of  the rest of  the 
world for that matter – has risen very well to the 
current challenge. To say that it’s just very 
inconvenient is obviously inadequate when set 
against the many tragedies that surround us – 
the deprivations of  enforced family separation, 
the lost jobs and careers and, of  course, death 
itself. But we are also witnessing the very best 
being brought out of  the community. The NHS 
rides high, buses defiantly run (albeit empty), 
the post still works, home deliveries flourish; 
and we all love Captain Tom Moore (who has 
just celebrated his 100th. birthday!) But set your 
sights lower and, everywhere you look, there is 
courage, selflessness, sacrifice, humour, indeed 
the blitz spirit.  

Oh, on the 
subject of  
humour, do tap 
into this little 
find, courtesy 
our Hon. Sec.: 
“Modern Global 
Pathogenic – 
YouTube”  

Anyway, the question was: What have you been 
up to? It’s been a great opportunity to catch up 
with jobs that should have been done the year 
before last. Food shelves may have been empty 
at first; now it’s the turn of  gardening shelves 
and d.i.y. racks. But … how about a nice bit of  
practice? Paul H. and I have been comparing 
notes; each of  us is dividing time more or less 
equally between new pieces and revivals. How 
often have some of  us said “I used to be able 
to play such-and-such”? The answer, in nine 
cases out of  ten, is that we still can. But how to 
go about reviving it? One run-through might be 
a feasible starting point, but that’s got to be 
about the only concession. Repeatedly poddling 

through a whole piece, enjoying the easy bits 
and amiably tut-tutting the bits you can’t do on 
the basis of  misplaced pragmatism is just not 
good enough. It isn’t self-betterment. It isn’t 
rewarding. As to a new work, well, it’s never too 
late to learn. There are few more satisfying 
sensations than completing a brand new piece, 
especially if  you started off  by telling yourself  
that you’d never manage it! The secret, of  
course, is to take the thing apart, and work at 
each bit in manageable chunks, at whatever rate 
the brain can assimilate it. When it comes to 
putting things together again, it’s still a case of  
step-by-step, not too much at a time. At this 
stage in particular, my trick is to start at the end, 
page by page (or occasionally less) with a small 
off-by-heart overlap for each page turn. In the 
end - when it all comes together - magic! Which 
brings me to my final point here, something 
which might seem too obvious to be worth 
reiterating that it gets forgotten … Practice 
does work; and the results can really lift one’s 
spirits. 

As to means and repertoire, some of  us can get 
into our (own) churches, some can’t. Some have 
a home organ; if  not, there is still the piano. I 
am a staunch advocate of  starting at the piano. 
Get all the awkward manual bits sorted first, 
and the rest can be surprisingly straightforward. 
Don’t use the sustaining pedal. If  a long-held 
note dies away, fair enough; keep the key held 
down and imagine the sound. If  you are still 
stuck for a pedalboard, then try to imagine that, 
too. I self-taught myself  pedalling from the 
excellent (in its own way) C.H. Phillips tutor 
‘Modern Organ Pedalling’. I went through the 
whole book first on the sitting room carpet at 
home, just imagining where the pedals were, 
and forever questioning my efforts when I 
thought I might have got it wrong. (Btw, I have 
since moved on from much of  this tutor since 
those early days, but that’s another story – just 
to clarify that I’m not necessarily 
recommending the Phillips now.) 

As to repertoire, I’ll kick off  on this one. I was 
fortunate enough to learn all six Trio Sonatas in 
my early days, so that – somewhere in the 
depths of  the old grey matter – they still lurk. I 
have been methodically resurrecting them all – 
difficult, frustrating at times, and by no means 
perfect, but nevertheless enormously refreshing 
just to sense some measure of  restoration. Paul, 
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similarly, has taken on the ‘Eighteen’. He is also 
re-working Bach’s Great G major, while I have 
been sorting out the Schüblers and part III of  the 
Clavierübung. My word, there are some so‘n’sos 
there! As a self-teaching medium, it’s certainly 
hard to beat Bach. But, as our Hon.Sec. Denis 
recently remarked in these pages, “I believe 
other composers are available.” So, Paul has 
brought Vierne’s delightful Impromptu out of  the 
cupboard for a revamp, and is tackling new 
repertoire by Saint-Saëns, d’Evry and Whitlock. 
For my part, I am overhauling Vierne’s Toccata 
in Bb minor, and - admittedly less focussed – 
tackling that thick volume of  Guilmant which 
some of  you have seen residing on my music 
desk, ignominiously relegated to the duty of  
stiffener for floppy copies.  There is a story 
behind this book. It was given to me by a 
former President, Brian Tennyson, a great 
enthusiast with a devious sense of  humour, and 
one-time organist of  St Martin’s Sherwood. In 
turn, he had been given the book by Stanley 
Gunn, organist and choirmaster at St Jude’s, 
Mapperley, and something of  a legend (among 
several!) in his time. Stanley was a gentle, kindly 
man with an aurora which ensured that his large 
boys’ and men’s choir at St Jude’s was always 
bursting at the seams. Our late member Philip 
Hopkins was indeed one of  his choirboys. The 
only point on which Stanley and I disagreed was 
that he liked his organ. I cannot resist 
recounting that, on no less than two separate 
occasions, it had to be switched off  when 
smoke was seen to be billowing out of  the nave 
‘front’, around the corner and out of  sight from 
Stanley at the console which was well buried 
into the chancel case. Some might have wished 
that the old adage “There’s no smoke without 
fire” were actually true. 

But I digress. The Guilmant. Therein lies a little 
piece I have long promised myself I would get 
and learn – the Scherzo from his Sonata no. 5. 
It’s a real fun one-off, and it’s been under my 
nose all this time! So that’s my next completely 
new piece. As for the rest of that substantial 
book, it is proving an invaluable sight-reading 
resource. Who knows, I may find further gems 
on which to linger. Denis is tackling an ambi-
tious programme maximising the various faces 
of his new Hauptwerk – Buxtehude G minor 

from Waltershausen (Trost); Hollins’s Trumpet 
Minuet from Armley (Schulze); and Gaston Be-
lier and Dubois at Caen (Cavaillé-Coll.) All this 
from one console replete in its LMS livery. 
Denis, I am particularly interested to know 
which Buxtehude edition you are using. I trust 
it is the Hansen with the middle section peda-
liter?      
Richard, our Treasurer, doesn’t have easy access 
at the moment to the nice organ in Shelford, but 
he is making the most of his piano. He has al-
ways made a point of saving one of the great 
Bach works for a rainy day, and now it’s arrived! 
– so it’s full steam ahead on the Great B minor. 
Alongside this, are two long-held ambitions 
from Howells’s pen – the Paean (I must get 
down to that, too) and the Saraband in modo ele-
giaco. Hard graft on actual piano music, too, in-
cluding the B major Fugue from JSB’s 48, bk. II, 
interspersed with bouts of Chopin. Our Presi-
dent, too, has been taking advantage of his very 
respectable Johannus instrument, brushing up 
several trio sonata movements he has learnt 
over the years. Besides that, Roger – like Rich-
ard – has been enjoying the piano, in his case 
the wonderful compilation ‘Songs without 
Words’ by Mendelssohn. I can strongly recom-
mend this collection, a second-hand copy of 
which I was fortunate enough to have been 
given as a thirteenth birthday present. It’s ex-
actly what it promises on the tin: one glorious 
(even sugary?) melody after another, encom-
passing a wide variety of textural styles, some 
not too demanding, others somewhat more so. 
Interestingly, the titles of these pieces are to be 
found at the end of each.  
So, yes, there are plusses and minuses in our 
daily lives presently. But we must major on the 
plusses. It would be interesting to have your 
feedback on all this for our September issue. 
Meantime, if you truly want to better yourself, 
and don’t fancy too much trio sonata, you could 
do far worse than tackle JSB’s Orgelbüchlein – es-
pecially the ones you have been habitually 
avoiding! It is a veritable goldmine of beautiful, 
inventive, miniatures. There can be few better 
tutors than this one book, and the musical re-
wards are limitless. Be brave; press on!   

 

David Butterworth
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SOLACE IN ISOLATION 
 
In these days of  separation from each other and our various places of  worship, those of  us who own 
a home instrument have a means of  easing the daily tensions (see David’s Diary). Some may be lucky 
enough to have pipes, but for most of  us it is via technology that we make our music. My fascination 
with the subject is well known and has formed the basis of  several NDSO talks over the years. (Well, 
I am a physicist and electrical engineer, so it is inbred).  

For those who follow the field, I was at school with Colin Pykett, who is a renowned authority on all 
matters organ - pipe and electronic - and associated musical topics. One of  his brothers, Ian, is also a 
physicist and an NDSO member, and originally a pupil of  David Butterworth’s. After a number of  
years in the States, Ian returned to these shores, purchasing the redundant vicarage at Ashford in the 
Water which he totally restored from top to bottom. So, like myself, he lives in Derbyshire; however, 
we don’t yet have county-based passports! 

My support for Viscount organs has never been a secret (other brands are available) and I was at their 
Bicester showroom two weeks before the lockdown arrived. The company is very well led by the UK 
owner and MD, David Mason, supported by an experienced team of  sales and service staff, including 
Richard Patt formerly of  Roland/Rodgers and Richard Goodall formerly of  Makin (now part of  
Church Organ World which also incorporates Johannus, Rodgers and Copeman Hart).  

The Viscount range of  instruments is huge (too large and confusing, maybe?), and the prices are not 
as competitive as they once were. The instruments are made at the Italian parent company near Rimini, 
but the £/Euro exchange rate is becoming something of  an issue. Since the EU has recently chosen 
to offer only limited financial support to the southern European bloc of  countries at this time of  crisis 
the future could be very uncertain for some of  these companies. The Ahlborn-Galanti AG range is 
also manufactured nearby - very definitely a space to watch. 

Then there is Hauptwerk – talk to our members Paul Stringfellow, Fr. Stephen and Denis Littleton. 

Here are some interesting websites to help pass the time. Have fun!     

• http://www.pykett.org.uk  

• https://yorkminster.org/discover/conservation/organ-refurbishment   

• http://www.nottinghammidiorgans.co.uk/index.html  

Michael Anthony 

 

 

ELECTRONICS IN CHURCHES – A SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT AFFAIR 
 
Michael’s article is a mine of  interesting information for the home enthusiast. There is a wealth of  
instruments from which to choose your ‘ideal’ dream-organ, limited perhaps more by budget than by 
space – for electronics, too, can be very expensive. The installation of  an electronic in a church must, 
however, remain a most carefully considered matter, bringing with it responsibilities which do not 
necessarily apply in a home situation. Too often, one encounters situations where an electronic organ 
has been installed for the wrong reason, backed by bad ‘advice’, possibly from someone with little more 
than an authoritative air and a nice smile. At least two rather ugly and persistently repeated scenarios 
immediately come to mind. The first goes: There is ‘something wrong’ with the organ (couple of  pedal 
notes not working; middle C on the Cornopean keeps flying off  to somewhere between f# and g; there 
is a loud hiss (safety valve stuck open), all problems which could easily be fixed by a conscientious 
tuner in no time at all; the church is told by the tuner or the organist, or both, that the organ needs 
£30,000 spending on it; P.C.C. decides it can’t afford it; pays the regular organ tuner a few hundred 
quid to take it away; church ‘saves’ £10,000 by going electronic, and uses the space for a play area. The 
next scenario, sometimes mischievously combined with the first, says that the organ is old-fashioned, 

http://www.pykett.org.uk/
https://yorkminster.org/discover/conservation/organ-refurbishment
http://www.nottinghammidiorgans.co.uk/index.html
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i.e. it hasn’t got everything you need for a comprehensive account of  everything from Pachelbel to 
Messiaen. So what? There is an abundance of  beautiful music – far more than any one of  us could 
ever manage in a lifetime – for quite modest resources and certainly playable upon a single manual. 
Sometimes, it isn’t down to the number of  stops you’ve got in front of  you, but how you play it, that 
makes edifying listening for others. This mindset can even extend to accompanimental ‘requirements’, 
admittedly an ever-decreasing scenario as our tally of  good church choirs gradually whittles down to 
something approaching nil. I am aware of  one church (a long way from here) that has recently opted 
to spend £50,000 on an electronic, expressly judged on its ability to play the music of  Howells and 
Jonathan Dove, consequently ditching the opportunity to acquire a first-class ‘classic’ second-hand pipe 
organ for which there was more than enough space. Funny that, for the Diocesan ‘advisor’ concerned 
is pretty well unknown in the organ world, albeit he does have an employment record in the electronic 
field. Well, sad though such a scenario must be, one might take heart from guidelines recently issued 
by the Chancellor of  the Oxford Diocese, and apparently set to be distributed on an advisory basis 
more widely. They read so well, that they are worth reproducing here. (I must emphasize that this in 
no way impacts on Michael’s deep and justifiable interest in home electronics, as we have read above): 

“1. Although not a principle of  law, there is an expectation, amounting to a presumption, that the 
appropriate replacement for a pipe organ is another pipe organ, and the burden lies on those who seek 
to say that some other instrument is an appropriate and adequate replacement. It will be possible in a 
suitable case for that burden to be discharged, but the lasting benefits of  a pipe organ are not lightly 
to be disregarded.   

“2. That is still the case even where a previous pipe organ has been removed or destroyed as the 
presumption in favour of  a pipe organ results from the musical quality and longevity of  such 
instruments. 

“3. Arguments that a digital organ will cost less in terms of  either capital outlay or maintenance may 
carry little weight. Over time, pipe organs are better value for money than [digital] organs with a more 
limited lifespan, and the court will not be sympathetic to arguments that it is justifiable to install 
something of  lesser quality simply because it is cheaper.” 

I mentioned responsibilities above. A home instrument is one thing. You buy it yourself  (or the wife 
does), you look after it yourself, and you enjoy it yourself. In a church situation, with only odd 
exceptions, you are spending other peoples’ money. That alone is a huge responsibility both to your 
contemporaries and to the next generation.  

Editor 

 

LONDON ORGAN DAY 
 

This year’s London Organ Day took place at two churches in Islington on February 29th. The theme 
of  the day was “A Bach Kaleidoscope”, the intention being to give an impression of  how Bach on the 
organ in the UK has evolved in the last century or so. 

The first venue was the Union Chapel on Compton Terrace, off  Upper Street. This is an interesting 
building in its own right, dating from 1877 as a Congregational church. The organ is still the original 
instrument built for the church in 1877 by Henry Willis & Sons, with 3 manuals and 37 speaking stops. 
It is substantially unaltered, the only changes being the replacement of  the Choir 4’ Gemshorn with a 
2’ Piccolo; electric blowing and installation of  a balanced swell pedal. [Editor’s note: the organ’s original 
hydraulic blowing apparatus is still in place, having been beautifully restored by James Richardson Jones; worth a visit in 
itself.] Unusually for a non-conformist church, the organ is completely invisible, being behind a screen 
and possibly the biggest pulpit I have ever seen. 

Intriguingly, a gentleman dressed in Victorian garb was sitting in an armchair below the pulpit, 
apparently reading a score. This turned out to be Tom Bell, the artistic director. It is said that Best sat 
on the stage reading scores before the recital.  Tom had studied reports of  these recitals as well as 
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Best’s own notes, and based his performance on them. The pieces played were Meyerbeer’s Coronation 
March; S. S.Wesley’s Andante in G; J. S. Bach’s Air (on the G string) and Siciliano; Nun komm’ der Heiden 
Heiland; and Passacaglia in c minor BWV582. The thing that struck me most about this was the speed of  
the pieces; I think even I could manage them at that speed. 

We then met Henry, which is what they call the organ. He was introduced by Claire M. Singer, an award 
winning composer, producer and performer of  electronic music, film and installations. Despite her 
previous history and no experience of  organs, she had fallen in love with the organ and decided to try 
and use it in innovative ways. One of  these is to use the sounds which can be produced by drawing the 
stops at different speeds and holding notes with chopsticks and clothes pegs, effectively creating a 
glorified drone. 

The next session was on the RCO’s forthcoming National Organ Day on April 18th. 

The morning ended with a recital by a young French man, Erwan Plaquin aged 17, who started organ 
lessons at the age of  4½ (!). He is also a composer and conductor, and has released 2 CD’s. In 2018 he 
won 1st prize in the “Youthful Organ” competition organised by the Académie André Marchal for 
young organists. These are just a few of  his attainments. 

His recital included Bach’s Prelude and Fugue in g minor BWV535 and Schmücke dich BWV654; Brahms’s 
Schmücke dich; Franck’s Prelude, Fugue and Variation; 2 movements from Mendelssohn’s 2nd Sonata; and 
the Toccata in D minor by Gaston Belier. If  you have not come across the last piece, it is a manageable 
French Toccata and can be downloaded from IMLSP.  

We then had a change of  venue to St John the Evangelist, Duncan 
Terrace (near Angel tube station). The organ here dates from 1963 
and was built by J. W. Walker. It has 3 manuals with 48 stops and 
seems particularly suited to French music. 

The afternoon session consisted of  3 contrasting recitals. The first 
was by Adrian Gunning, the titulaire, who has been organist there 
for 33 years. Over the years he has become known for his 
performances of  the works of  Tournemire. Adrian’s recital included 
3 pieces from L’Orgue Mystique, which I am sure will not appear on 
the music list at (m)any local churches. He also played Bach’orama by 
Naji Hakim, described as an organ fantasia on themes by Bach. This 
is an interesting and unusual piece which starts off  in the manner 
of  a French Toccata hovering on the edge of  discord from which 
recognisable Bach themes emerge. There is a recording of  the 
composer playing it on You Tube. The recital ended with the Partita 
Retrospectiva III, by Karg-Elert. The jury is still out on this one, but I 
don’t think I will be dashing out to buy the music anytime soon.  

The second recital was by Eleanor Carter, who graduated from Clare College, Cambridge in 2019 
before taking up the post of  organ scholar at Tewkesbury Abbey and Dean Close School. Her 
programme started with Bach’s Canonic Variations on Vom Himmel Hoch; Trio Sonata no. 5; Mendelssohn’s 
Sonata no. 4; and Moderato by Elizabeth Stirling. Stirling was a female organist and composer who in 
1839 became organist at All Saints, Poplar, where she remained until 1858. She was then organist at St 
Andrew Undershaft, until 1880. She was noted for her exceptional pedal playing. She published two 
grand voluntaries; six pedal fugues; eight slow movements and other organ-pieces; over fifty songs and 
duets; and arrangements of  the works of  Bach, Mozart and Handel. 

The day concluded with a recital by Martin Baker, until recently Organist and Master of  the Choristers 
of  Westminster Cathedral. This consisted of  3 improvisations; Bach’s Prelude & Fugue in C BWV545; 
and 6 extracts from The Art of  Fugue, which was probably four too many. 

Overall, it was an interesting and enjoyable day. The recitals were all shown on a big screen, and it all 
looked so easy. If  only…..                

Denis Littleton 
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THE CASTLE GATE BINNS 
 

Interest in the project to restore this grand old organ continues to trickle in quite persistently, I am 
pleased to say, so a little bit of  background might be of  interest whilst we await further virus-free 
developments. It was in 1889 that a Mr. G.E. Franklin ordered a three-manual Binns organ for his 
home,  ‘St Leonard’s’, at no. 132, Osmaston Road, Derby (still extant). As soon as 1895, however, he 
moved to larger premises further out on the same road, at no. 237, named The Field. In true cab-horse 
fashion, he decided he wanted not just one more stop, but quite a few more, not to mention a fourth 
manual. I believe a substantial building was erected to the rear of  the new house to hold all this artillery, 
no doubt to the relief  of  Mrs. Franklin. It has commonly been thought that the second organ, 
completed in 1897, was simply an enlargement of  the first, which would be logical. Indeed one can see 
from a comparison of  the two specifications how the second would have grown out of  the first. There 
would be nothing surprising about that, as the same client could be expected to have similar ideas next 
time around – albeit more so. The puzzle (so far) comes from an inspection of  Binns’s order book, 
which strongly indicates that the second organ was nearly or entirely new. Order books are a notorious 
source of  ongoing frustration for not telling you what you really want to know. Binns, however, for an 
extended period did indicate the names of  his pipemakers against the individual stops. Interestingly, 
those names against the stops common to the two specifications do not correspond at all, and nor do 
most of  the pipe scales which happily are also recorded. Two obvious questions that follow from this 
would be: 1) What happened to the first organ? My guess is that at least the pipework would have been 
taken back into stock, in part exchange. Parts may have been re-used; the soundboard for the Swell, 
for example, already well- developed in Spec. 1, would have required little adaptation. Further evidence 
of  my surmise can be found on the numbering of  the pipes; Binns always scribed the job number on 
the bottom CC pipe. The estimate for the three-manual recorded it as job no. 75, whereas the organ 
we now address is job no. 205. There is more research to do here when time permits of  such luxury! 
2) What sort of  man would and could go to the ultimate luxury of  having a second organ built with 
all new pipework, only eight years after the first – and without re-using everything possible from organ 
no.1? This brings us to the nature of  the man which, as research progresses, is revealing an interesting 
and not entirely happy story. More of  this in a subsequent issue … 

Sadly, it was only ten years after Franklin had purchased his second dream organ that he moved away, 
and it was thus that it was acquired by Castlegate Congregational Church to replace their smaller Forster 
& Andrews organ – the current status of  which more, again, another time…. 

As yet, I am unconvinced as to whether the Forster & Andrews was in the present apse-like chamber. 
Some of  us have seen the restored F&A case at the Royal Danish Academy of  Music. It is a self-
standing four-square affair complete with sides, which would have sat well on the back gallery at 
Castlegate. Furthermore, the current chamber has doorways, worn steps to nowhere and other features 
suggesting that the previous organ was either much smaller or not there at all. As it is, the Binns organ 
has been shoe-horned into this space which, frankly, is not big enough. Access to many parts of  the 
organ is well-nigh impossible and at best potentially dangerous. We are addressing this as far as we can. 
Meantime, however, the best access involves removing front pipes every time; not an uncommon 
scenario but nonetheless quite unacceptable. (See Chris’s time-saving expedient for a quick exit!) 
Evidence that the job was either hurried, or done on the cheap, or both, is also evident in the casework. 
It is said that it was new to the present position and, whilst imposing enough at a distance, doesn’t 
altogether bear closer scrutiny.  

The present status? Since last writing, a lot of  time has been spent on the wind system. A part of  the 
trunking attached to a well-hidden (albeit superfluous) breakdown reservoir in the basement had 
collapsed, rectification of  which conjured up scenes with serious potential for a new series of  “Waking 
the Dead”. Further along the line, a permanently open safety valve had to be fixed, and then the whole 
of  the top of  the big main reservoir (remember - ‘Battleship Binns’) had to be dismantled to get at the 
primary, horizontally mounted, internal roller blind valve working at 90 deg. to the norm, and which 
had ceased to function. Many primary motors, other dumb notes, slow notes, and missing stops have 
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been restored, involving extreme physical contortion. There remains a problem with two or three 
couplers and pedal stops, actuated by Binns’s beautifully made slider machines which are, however, 
somewhat susceptible to extreme atmospheric conditions. Bearing in mind that all this work is being 
done on a shoestring budget, we are trying to retain the later, but obsolescent, HNB combination 
system. It has been brought back into play almost 100%, bar one point still awaiting attention. The big 
issue yet to be tackled in happier times is a long pedal chest along the back of  the organ. This has been 
covered in lumps of  plaster and building dust, and well and truly saturated, courtesy a substantial hole 
in the roof. It is the work on the organ which, thankfully, revealed this. The powers-that-be immediately 
put in plans for appropriate restoration of  that part of  the roof; very much a case of  a stitch in time. 
As previously indicated, Chris Hind of  Aistrup & Hind is retained as the organ builder, and he is 
proving an absolute gem, not only in his knowledge and experience, but also for his sheer athleticism 
of  which I can only be envious.     

I am not a great stop-list anorak, but the comparison of  the two organs (or two incarnations) is so 
interesting that the two bear worthwhile comparison. I have a choice this time around of  either 
comparing those two specifications or releasing a few pictures. Let’s have some pictures now, and see 
whether any further research can be done in time for the September issue. 

David Butterworth 
 

 
 

               

            New electrics nearly finished        Steve Lemmings with the rebuilt motor  
 

                   

         Restored Trumpet pipes at Booths    Tackling the reservoir top boards – sideways 
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      The main rollerblind valve duly extracted   Releathering a primary motor with hot glue    

                   

 

 

          B***** Binns 

 
 

              

         Accessing the piston action             Rear pedal chest open to the elements 
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                  Get ready, get set   …..        ……..  Go! 

 

 

BRIEF NOTES AND NEWS 
 

We are sad to report the death of  Jennifer Bate, 
after a struggle with cancer. She was famously 
the daughter of  H.E. Bate, for many years the 
Organist of  St James’s, Muswell Hill, he himself  
being a great teacher, numbering amongst his 
pupils no less than our late-lamented friend 
Robert Pascall. Jennifer is renowned for her 
complete recordings of  the works of  Messiaen 
in Beauvais Cathedral, in the company of  her 
close friend, the composer himself. 

Australian churches re-opened on Sunday, 17th 
May and Danish churches the following day, 
with sensible guidelines in place. Let’s hope we 
follow soon, at least for organ recitals, where 
the average audience can comfortably exceed 
prescribed social distancing requirements. 

The indefatigable Gareth Malone has come up 
trumps yet again, this time with his Great 
British Home Chorus, a daily vocal exercise and 
song session on the web. It is seen all over the 

world, and at the time of  writing had already 
logged in the region of  150,000 views. Good 
for Gareth; we need people like you! 

Verner Pedersen, one of  the Marcussen men 
who installed the firm’s two instruments in 
Nottingham, achieves his eightieth birthday on 
31st. July. The same day sees the twenty-fifth 
anniversary of  Claudia Zachariassen as 
managing director of  the firm. This 
extraordinary coincidence will be marked – all 
being well - by a joint celebration at the ‘firma’, 
complete with a concert by the Åbenrå 
Barokensemble in the front courtyard – on 
those cobbles. Look out for an account of  
Marcussen’s rebuild / restoration (precisely 
what is it?) – of  the Århus cathedral organ some 
of  us saw in March, 2016 in the September issue 
of  Soundboard. No space left this month, I’m 
afraid. 
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 WEDNESDAYS AT 5.55 by W Harry Hoyle 

Clontarf  Press ISBN 978-1-9996857-0-6 

To those of  a certain age, especially if  they were brought up in London or the Home Counties, 
Wednesdays at 5.55 meant one thing:  the weekly organ recital at the Royal Festival Hall. 

For me they were very convenient in the 1960s:  a fifteen-minute train ride 
from Wimbledon (where I was at school) to Waterloo, and a short walk 
thereafter.   The first one I attended, in the autumn of  1965, was given by 
E. Power Biggs.   As I recall he began with a rousing account of  Sweelinck’s 
Balletto del Granduca, plus Hindemith’s Second Sonata, and ended with what 
critic Basil Ramsey called a “wildly adventurous” performance of  the Bach 
Passacaglia and Fugue in C minor.   A few months later I was back for what was 
then regarded as guaranteed authentic Bach playing by Helmut Walcha, who 
played to a totally packed hall and hand-registered each piece himself  having 
memorised the 103-stop console.   Later came my introduction to Liszt’s Ad 
Nos from Leipzig player Heinz Wunderlich (“very showy” Ralph Downes 
recalled to me, which didn’t stop Wunderlich being re-engaged on three 
further occasions).   Many of  the audience were nearly late for that recital.   
It was when Top of  the Pops had started recording groups at outside locations, 

and the Nashville Teens were performing on the terrace outside.   Perhaps the greater interest was the 
television cameras; anyway, quite a considerable crowd suddenly noticed the time and hurried into the 
Hall. And so on for several more recitals.   It was convenient to park nearby, attend the recital, have a 
meal within the South Bank complex and to attend a concert at the RFH or Queen Elizabeth Hall or 
walk along to the National Theatre, and I often did.   And this, as Felix Aprahamian explained to me, 
was the logic behind the series: on a Wednesday afternoon the BBC Symphony Orchestra would 
rehearse, and return for their concert at 8 pm.   In the meantime the hall would have to be stewarded 
so why not make this a revenue-earning time?   And so it was from 1958, with the recitals beginning at 
the eye-catching time of  5.55.   It used to be rather amusing seeing the soloists weaving their way 
through a platform set out for the orchestra, more problematic for ladies who chose to wear long 
dresses (I will never forget American organist Cherry Rhodes, whose dress had long bands from the 
shoulders, a bit like those on a Jesuit gown but reaching to the floor.   Her assistant was constantly 
darting from one side of  the console to the other, and I feared lest he tread on one of  the bands and 
strangle her, giving her a fate not dissimilar to that of  the dancer Isadora Duncan.   All however was 
well). 

Nothing, we are told, lasts for ever, and for this recital series to last for thirty-five years was pretty good 
going.   As Dr Hoyle makes clear, the management of  the RFH plus London County Council and then 
the Greater London Council needed persuading, but the numbers were there:  at the start the Hall’s 
manager had said he would be happy with an audience of  1300, and often got many more.   But then 
the hall became a political football, suddenly presented to the London Borough of  Lambeth and placed 
in the hands of  the South Bank Board who eventually in1989 brought the series to an end. 

Nicholas Danby, who succeeded Downes as curator of  the RFH organ, told me that changed work-
patterns meant you hadn’t got the audience which had once left the office at 5 pm and could come 
along before getting the train home.   Dr Hoyle, in this account, wonders if  the season of  recitals 
hadn’t simply got tired.   Attendances were down to 300 (OK, some promoters would sell their souls 
to get that number but they didn’t cover costs at the RFH), and even Ralph Downes was moved to 
observe “I feel there have been too many [organ recitals], and insufficiently distinguished.” 

But there were many “great days”, and a few adventures too.  In March 1971 Xavier Darasse played 
Ligeti’s Volumina, which requires many adventures on the part of  player and assistants apart from the 
normal use of  fingers and feet.   The opening flourish, fully described by Dr Hoyle, fused the      organ:  
early end to recital. It so happened that at exactly the  same time I heard the work played in Leeds  
Parish Church by Allan Wicks, who then went on to play it at the RFH.  Fuses blew again, but 
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apparently nobody noticed. 

Wicks gets several honourable mentions in this 
book.   While this will be of  great interest to our 
Editor, it does highlight a problem with the book:  
who is it for, and what exactly is it about?   
Perhaps, as a master of  the rambling pen myself, 
it behoves me not to complain:  but at one point 
I found myself  reading an account of  a recital by 
Joseph Bonnet, who died fully ten years before 
this instrument opened.   It turned out to be 
connected with the Organ Music Society, which 
under Felix Aprahamian and a quarter of  a 
century after its foundation did much to 
spearhead these 5.55 recitals.   But there are 
several places where I felt left up in the air.   One 
reads a novel straight through; it would make little 
sense if  one didn’t.   But a factual book can be quite exhausting if  you do that, especially if  the 
information is not presented sequentially, and it isn’t here.   There are lots of  sub-headings, so many 
in fact that it looks like the more adventurous type of  1980s parish magazine where a virtuoso 
computer operator could rival anything a newsagent might have on sale.   It makes it very wearing to 
read. 

And then there are the Lists.   Statistical tables of  virtually anything you wished to know, particularly 
if  you wanted to subject your readers to information overload.   Yet the list I would have loved is not 
there:  what did these performers actually play in their recitals, particularly the early “stars” such as 
Dupré and Demessieux?   I admit that to include several hundred programmes is not practicable but 
they could have been included on an internet link. 

In conclusion I found much of  interest in the book, and it makes a valuable addition to Downes’s own 
Baroque Tricks and the edition of  the BIOS Handbook coinciding with the reopening of  the organ in 
2014.   Indeed this book told me a lot.   But I do wish that thought had been given to how the general 
organ-music-loving reader could best have enjoyed it. 

                                Ian D Wells 
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